Homelessness Policy One Pager
The failure of state and local leaders to address the homelessness crisis is nothing short of a disaster. We cannot
keep enabling those that suffer from mental health or addiction and perpetuating the never ending cycle of
homelessness. As Mayor, I will enact new policies that provide compassion, but demand accountability. The
following are my proposals to clear homeless encampments, enforce the law, and require anyone receiving city
services also receive treatment:
• Revise the city’s anti-camping/anti-vagrancy ordinance by requiring the City Manager to identify and establish
emergency temporary shelter space, including temporary camping space, equal to 75% of the total number of
homeless individuals in the City.
↳ Background: The 2018 court decision, Martin v. City of Boise, prohibits cities from enforcing anticamping/anti-vagrancy laws unless there are an available number of shelter beds available equal to
the homeless population in the city. The current city policy is to not enforce anti-camping/antivagrancy ordinances in order to satisfy the requirements of Boise. This is a mistake. The City needs to
make it its first priority to establish temporary bridge shelters and camping locations for the homeless
population. Doing so would allow EPD to enforce the anti-camping ordinance and get people off the
streets.
• Establish a city ordinance deeming homeless “encampments” (places where four or more unrelated individuals
camp together) illegal without regard to the availability of shelter space.
↳ Background: The Boise decision was in regards to individuals who were sleeping on the streets, not
homeless encampments. I believe it is well within the rights of the City to protect public health and
safety by clearing homeless encampments.
• Establish a city ordinance that guarantees the right of any resident or business harmed or damaged by a
homeless encampment on city-owned property to demand the City remove the public nuisance within 30 days.
• Invest in additional PERT officers that are doing the important work of bringing mental health and substance
abuse services to those struggling.
• Continue to partner with the County and community based organizations to provide substance abuse and
mental health treatment.
• Restart the Family Reunification program with the goal of reconnecting homeless individuals with their family
members.
• Partner with Escondido Adult School and Palomar College to provide skilled trade courses and, where
possible, tie city-facilitated aid to the attendance and completion of those classes.
• Direct city staff to focus on identifying homeless veterans in the city, who are eligible for additional federal aid
and benefits.
The bottom line: we can not allow the homeless to suffer and die on the streets. Enforcement, coupled with a place
for these people to go, is the only way forward.
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